Quality

Training Tack

Our training equipment is made from the very
best harness leather hides HERMANN OAK
LEATHER has to offer. Working closely with their
tanners, a special top dressing is applied that imparts
a lasting richness to the grain. We then apply a unique
combination of oils, waxes and good old elbow grease to
the finished product to give an incredibly mellow feel that
translates communication to and from the horse.

THE DARE

®

CRIBBING CONTROL COLLAR

Unique patented throat design keeps collar in
place and controls even the worst cribbers
♦ Unique 3-dimensional patented throat piece
design controls cribbing
♦ Stays in place with one 1¾" wide strap that provides
more comfort for the horse
♦ Does not need to be tightened as much as other collars
♦ Can be positioned from either side of the horse
with stainless steel roller buckles
♦ Fully reversible with no front or back
♦ Made of durable leather that is able
to withstand years of use
♦ One size fits all. (Additional holes & half holes
can be punched for optimum fit)
♦ Removable fleece cover
RD1240 Cribbing Collar
RD1240BLA Black Cribbing Collar
RD10

Fleece Cover

PATENT NO. 7,946,255
Made in the

USA

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee.

Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

Round Ear
Headstall
⅝" Single-ply
harness leather,
bronze hardware,
single adjustment.
Lace ties, rolled
sliding ear.
5032BHL		

Made in the

Made in the

USA

Cowboy Laced
Browband
Headstall

Cowboy Laced
Browband
Headstall

⅝" Single-ply
harness leather with
laced browband.
Nickel-plated
double buckles,
tie cheeks.

⅝" Single-ply
harness leather with
laced browband.
Stainless steel
double buckles,
tie cheeks.

5041HL

5045HLSS

Made in the

USA

USA

Snap Cheek
Browband
Headstall

Quick Change
Browband
Headstall

This Hermann Oak
⅝" harness leather
headstall with snap
cheeks combines
durability with
convenient bit
changing. Single ply
with doubled and
stitched cheeks in
brass hardware.

Laced browband style
with bronze hardware
and quick change
ends. Premium single
ply Hermann Oak
harness leather.
Available in two widths.

Harness Leather Rein
with Waterloops

Made in the

USA

A best-selling favorite! ½" premium
harness leather with waterloop, lace-tied
waterloop ends. Solid brass bolt snap.
7' to 7' 6" Length

7090BHL ½"

5055BHL ⅝"
5050BHL ¾" (shown)

5043BHL Brass

Snap Cheek
Sliding Ear
Headstall
Single-ply harness
leather headstall with
sliding ear, doubled
and stitched cheeks.
Double buckle adjustments in bronze.
5033BHL Bronze

Round Ear Quick
Change Headstall
Sliding round ear with
bronze hardware, ⅝"
single ply harness leather.
5056BHL
Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

Harness Leather Roping Rein
Single rein of premium Hermann Oak
harness leather with solid bronze
hardware. ⅝" wide, double conway
buckle adjustments.
7' to 7' 6" Length

7091BHL ⅝"
Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

Harness Leather Romal
Reins with Waterloops
Made from rounded harness leather, these romals allow
less bulk in the hand, making them perfect for young and
novice riders. Use for trail, reining, horsemanship, or a ride through
the woods, and keep expensive braided show reins ready for show.
7034HL 48" Front

70349HL 54" Front

703460HL 60" Front

Available in

Split Harness Leather Reins

3 widths

Our classic Hermann Oak harness
leather reins with that acclaimed
wonderful, mellow feel!
7' to 7' 11" Length
Made in the

USA

7061HL

½"

70618HL

7062HL

⅝"

70628HL		 ⅝"

7063HL		 ¾"

Available in
2 widths

½"

8' Plus

70638HL

⅝"

½"
¾"

¾"

Burgundy Latigo Split Reins with Waterloops
These popular heavy latigo split reins are now available with
traditional waterloop ends. Regular or extra long rein length.
7' to 7' 11" Length

½"

7061BUR		

½"

7062BUR		⅝"

⅝"

8' Plus

70618BUR

½"

70628BUR

⅝"

Made in the

USA

Extra Heavy Double-Ply Reins
Top quality heavy Hermann harness leather and burgundy
latigo are carefully stitched together to create this attractive
heavy rein. The ⅝" reins have doubled and stitched water
loops for durability.
7' to 7' 11" Length
Made in the

USA

7162HL ⅝"

Half Round
Caveson

Flat Nose
Caveson

Rounded across the
nose and tapered under
chin, ½" fixed crown,
nickel buckles.

Flat ¾" caveson
with a tapered chin
strap, ½" wide
headstrap, nickel
plated buckles.

8028HL

8029HL

Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

Round Nose
Adjustable
Caveson
Nickel hardware,
½" headstrap,
nickel buckles.
8034HL
Made in the

USA

D&S Leather Nose Side Pull
Harness leather headstall with doubled
and stitched flat noseband, latigo chin strap.
8092
Made in the

USA

Round Leather
Nose Side Pull
Rounded noseband
and headstall of harness
leather, burgundy latigo
chin strap.
8090

Made in the

USA

Poly Rope Draw Reins
Classic soft black poly rope draw reins.
16 ft. Packaged for easy display.
7PDR

Cord Rope Draw Reins
Our popular black cord reins have
a firmer feel than the soft poly rope
reins shown left.16 ft. long.
Packaged for easy display.

Made in the

USA

7CDR

“Instilling
harmony between
horse and rider”
Quiet Control™ Reins

Made in the

USA

These reins feature a unique polypropylene
custom braid that feels soft, yet substantial,
and provides a good grip in any conditions.
Great for training, lessons and trail!

Quiet Control™ Single Rein
with Hand Placement Markers
9' rein with markers for balanced hand
placement. Water loops weight the rein
at the bit, promoting better response.
Chocolate reins have waterloops and
markers made from harness leather.
Black single reins have latigo waterloops Choice of two braid colors:
Black or Chocolate Brown.

Quiet Control™
Split Reins
9' rein (including popper)
with water loops at bit end
for better response. Tail end
poppers and water loops
made from harness leather.

7800BLA Black
7800BRN Brown
Made in the

USA

7802BLA Black
7802BRN Brown

Made in the

USA

Ranchhand 5/8”
Browband Headstall
Single-ply 12 oz plus
harness leather with either
single or double adjust
stainless steel buckles.
Heavy oil with tie cheeks.
Buckle holes are oval for
easy adjustment.
RH5B15/8HO Single Buckle

⅝"

RH5B25/8HO Double Buckle

¾"

1"

Made in the

USA

Ranchhand 5/8”
Single Ear Headstall
Single-ply 12 oz plus
harness leather with either
single or double adjust
stainless steel buckles.
Heavy oil with tie checks.
Buckle holes are oval for
easy adjustment.
RH5E15/8HO Single Buckle
RH5E25/8HO Double Buckle

Ranchhand Split Ear
Single Buckle Headstall

RH5S13/4HO ¾"
RH5S11HO 1"

Available in 3 widths
½"
⅝"
¾"
7' plus

½"

RH7062HO		 ⅝"
RH7063HO

¾"

USA

Single-ply 12 oz plus harness leather with
stainless steel single adjust buckle. Heavy oil
with tie cheeks. 3 sizes to choose from ⅝", ¾", and
1" Buckle holes are oval for easy adjustment.
RH5S15/8HO ⅝"

RH7061HO

Made in the

Heavy Oil Harness Leather Split Reins
These heavy, top-grain harness leather reins have a
special, heavy oil dressing applied to give a great feel
from the first ride and years to come.

Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

Figure 8 Hobble
May be used as a one or two
leg hobble. Heavy harness
leather, doubled and stitched
with nickel hardware.

Handy Hobble Straps

1278HL

Made in the

USA

Easy-to-fasten even on young stock. Heavy
harness leather with nickel hardware.
Leg straps are sold by the pair without
connectors to make them versatile.
1277HL

Sold in Pairs

Long Training Fork
Our premium harness leather is used
in constructing this durable fork.
Conway buckle adjustment.
8051

Training Halter
Nylon rope crown and sliding
noseband with a harness
leather throatlatch. Great
tool for teaching the horse
to lead.
4794

Made in the

USA

Nickel Hardware

Made in the

USA

Nightlatch Security Strap

Made in the

USA

Heavy harness leather
construction, adjustable
forks. Nickel hardware.

Whether you call it a Nightlatch,
Grab Strap or something more
“creative”, this is a handy strap to
have. Buckles securely around the
swell of saddle gullet hole, and has
a handle that is always ready to
grab and pull the rider deeper into
the saddle. Harness leather with
stainless steel buckle. A favorite
for riding young horses and on
the trail.

8054

9610HL

Texas
Training Fork

Made in the

USA

Short
Training Fork
Made from our premium harness leather
with bronze hardware.
Made in the

USA

8050B

Bronze

Tiedown
with Brass
Hardware
Heavy Hermann Oak harness leather
with bronze hardware.
8057B

1" Wide

Made in the

USA

Made in the

SS Flat Link Curb

USA

½" harness leather ends, stainless steel flat
link chain, Chicago screws, leather keepers.

New scalloped tip!

9100HL

Latigo Cinch Tie Strap
Made in the

Snaffle Curb Strap

Simply the best latigo tie straps available
anywhere! These feature beveled edges,
and 15 holes for correct fit.

USA

Hermann Oak harness leather.
9103HL

Made in the

USA

93534BUR 1¾” x 6’

Burgundy

Made in the

USA

Double Buckle Curb Strap

Ultimate Cinch Tie Strap

½" wide edged leather curb has nickel
plated swedge buckles and leather loops.
Available in Hermann Oak harness leather.

It’s name says it all! 10 oz. latigo for less
bulk. Beveled edges, 13 inch lace and
20 holes for an “ultimately” perfect fit.

9104HL Harness Leather

Made in the

USA

Burgundy Latigo Curb

93554BUR 1¾" x 75" Burgundy

Made in the

USA

Half Breed Off Billet

½" wide edged burgundy latigo curbs
with NP buckles and wire loops.
9106BUR Burgundy Latigo

1¾" wide x 5½' long,
top-quality latigo with beveled edges.

Made in the

USA

93544BUR Burgundy Latigo

Made in the

Cowhorse Curb

USA

Made so that no metal touches the horse.
Harness leather with ½" NP buckles.

Doubled and Stitched Off Billets
Doubled and stitched off billets made from 2 quality
leathers: Hermann Oak Harness Leather lined with
Burgundy Latigo, or Two-ply Burgundy Latigo.

9108HL Show Ring Legal

NP Single Link Curb

9358HL 1¾" Harness Leather

Made in the

USA

½" edged harness leather attached to NP
chain with Chicago screws, leather keepers.

9358BUR 1¾" Burgundy Latigo

9110HL
Made in the

USA

Leather Curb Straps

Made in the

USA

Available in ½" and ⅝" widths. NP buckles.
½" Width

9201HL

⅝" Width

Leather Type

9202HL		 Harness

Waxed Nyltex Thread
Made in the

USA

Round Center Curb Straps
9200HL Harness Leather

This is the thread preferred by
Professional braiders!
Large 4 oz size.
41525BLA

Black

41525BRN

Brown

“The Black Rope”

Draw Rope Martingale

Oiled 2-Ply Latigo Reins
5/8" wide burgundy latigo reins are
doubled and stitched, then edged and
oiled for a great feeling rein right out
of the box.

Al Dunning says “The Draw Rope allows
you to draw a horse’s head into position,
then transfer the pull directly to the bit or
snaffle with the use of knots in the rope.
This feature limits the draw after achieving
the desired head position. The neck strap
keeps the rope in a secure position, so
when the rope is slack, your horse cannot
step or trip on it. The Draw Rope is easily
adjusted with the strap between the legs.”
AD8062HL

Made in the

USA

AD7162BURO
Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

AD YoYo
Headsetter
Harness leather with
bronze hardware,
bungee cord center,
sliding nylon rope with
snap ends. When the
headsetter is adjusted
to the desired headset, the horse feels
resistance when their
head raises and will
be rewarded when the
head is returned to the
desired level. Snaps
directly to the bit.
AD8068HL

Made in the

USA

German Martingale

Made in the

USA

Neck strap holds the martingale properly allowing
variable headsetting in any of 3 positions.
AD8059HL Split Reins
AD8019HL Single Rein

An Amazing Training Aid!

Made in the

USA

Made in the

USA

Ultimate Cavesons

Ultimate Tiedowns

Premium harness leather caveson
with polyester coated rubber nose
for optimum, durable stretch. ½" wide
headstrap with nickel buckle

Premium Herman Oak harness leather tiedown
with unique polyester coated rubber insert for
optimum, durable stretch. ¾" wide with solid
brass hardware.

AD8036BLAHL

Black

AD8056BLAHL

Black

AD8036GRNHL

Lime Green

AD8056GRNHL

Lime Green

AD8036ORNHL

Orange

AD8056ORNHL

Orange

AD8036PURHL

Purple

AD8056PURHL

Purple

Made in the

Made in the

USA

USA

Made in the

USA

2-Buckle Curb

Double Knot Bit Hobble

Bow Tie Curb

Made from Hermann Oak’s best
harness leather, ⅝" wide with solid
brass center bar buckles. Design
detail provides added sensitivity
to bit response.

Premium harness leather curb
lined with burgundy latigo, fastened
with latigo knots. A favorite style
of leading trainer, Al Dunning.

Effective, elegant snaffle curb
made from durable Burgundy
latigo leather, ⅝" wide.
AD9205

AD9207HL

AD9206HL

Ankle Hobbles
Heavy harness leather ankle hobbles
with fleece wrap and heavy nickel
plated hardware. Sold in pairs.

Made in the

USA

AD1273HL

AD Kicking Chain
Made

Hock Hobbles
Heavy harness leather hock
hobbles with fleece lining and
heavy nickel plated hardware.
Built to take a licking! Sold
in pairs.
AD1274HL

Made in the

USA

USA

Horse controlled training
aid allows immediate,
self-punishment. Easy
fasten leg strap made from
durable harness leather
with a latigo lining. Sized
to fit average to small
horses.
AD1279BUR

